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Abstract: In the space of couplings of the 4D N = 1 gauge theory associated to D3 branes
probing Calabi-Yau singularities, there is a manifold over which superconformal invariance is
preserved. The AdS/CFT correspondence is valid precisely for this “conformal manifold”. We
identify the conformal manifold for all the Y p,q toric singularities, paying special attention to
the case of the conifold, Y 1,0. For a general Y p,q the conformal manifold is three dimensional,
while for the conifold it is five dimensional. There is always an exactly marginal deformation,
analogous to the β–deformation of N = 4 SYM, which involves fluxes in the dual gravity
description. This β–deformation exists for any toric Calabi-Yau singularity.
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1. Introduction and summary
Given a conformal field theory, a natural question that can be asked is whether there is a
continuos deformation that preserves conformal invariance, called exactly marginal deforma-
tion. In other words the question is if the conformal point is isolated in the space of the
couplings of the theory or if it is part of a manifold of fixed points, which can be called the
moduli space of conformal field theories, MC . In general one does not expect to find such a
manifold. The reason is that a fixed point is defined by the vanishing of all the beta functions,
and there is one relation for each coupling, so in generic situations the fixed points should be
isolated. In supersymmetric theories the situation can be different [1]; as is well known non
renormalization theorems imply that the beta functions for the couplings can be expressed in
terms of the anomalous dimensions of the fundamental chiral fields. This is true both for the
gauge couplings and the superpotential couplings: the beta function is proportional to a linear
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combination of the anomalous dimensions. In this case, if there are more marginal couplings
than anomalous dimensions, one expects a conformal manifold MC to exist.
The previous discussion for MC is analogous to the problem of finding a moduli space of
gauge inequivalent vacuum expectations values [2]: for non supersymmetric theories one ex-
pects all these flat directions to be lifted by renormalization effects, but in the supersymmetric
case the non renormalization theorem implies that for a large class of theories there is a non
trivial moduli space of vacuaMV . That these two objects share somewhat similar properties
can also be inferred by the AdS/CFT correspondence [3]: deforming a 4D CFT which has an
AdS dual by an exactly marginal operator corresponds to giving a vev to a massless scalar
field in the dual AdS5 gravity description, so MC of the four dimensional theory should be
the MV of the 5D theory [2].
As is well known supersymmetric moduli spaces of vacua are computed by
• imposing F-term constraints on the complex scalars of the theory, which are given by
the chiral fundamental fields,
• imposing the D-term constraints,
• modding out by the gauge transformations.
This procedure is equivalent to imposing only the F-term constraints and to mod out by
the complexified gauge group, or to impose F-term constraints on the basic gauge invariant
operators. A similar procedure is valid also for the determination of the manifold MC in the
following steps:
• restrict the attention to chiral scalar operators with R–charge 2 (the ones that can enter
the superpotential without breaking the R–symmetry). Out of these only the ones enter-
ing the chiral ring, that satisfy the F-term constraints, have protected scaling dimension
(in this case 3) and are marginal operators,
• impose the real β-function relations on the R–charges of the fundamental chiral fields,
• mod out by the global symmetries broken by the deformations: a field redefinition be-
longing to the broken symmetry group leaves the Ka¨hler potential of the theory invariant,
and can be used to put the chiral operators in a similar but different form.
Also forMV , instead of imposing real β-function relations and modding out by the real global
symmetry group, it should thus be possible to mod out by the complexified global symmetry
group [2, 5].
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We note that the scaling dimensions of all the chiral operators are constant onMV . This
is due to the constancy of the R–charges of the fundamental chiral fields, which is itself a simple
consequence of the general field theoretic technique of a-maximization [4] (the R–charges are
solutions of quadratic equations with rational coefficients and cannot depend on continuos
moduli). The number of chiral operators instead can change onMV : when the superpotential
changes, the F-term relations are different.
Let us consider the well studied case ofN = 4 SYM. As is well known, there is a line of fixed
points preserving N = 4 SUSY and containing the free theory. Leigh and Strassler [1] showed
the existence of two N = 1 marginal deformations, that break the SU(3) global symmetry
(this is the evident flavor symmetry of N = 4 in N = 1 language). One deformation preserves
the Cartan generators of the SU(3), and is called β–deformation1, the other one breaks all
the continuos flavor symmetries. In [5] the corresponding deformations of the AdS5 × S5 dual
Type IIB supergravity have been computed, pertubatively in the deformations. Moreover, it
has been shown that the space of marginal N = 4 SUSY breaking deformations corresponds
to the two complex-dimensional quotient of the marginal chiral operators (which transform in
the 10C of SU(3)) by the complexification of SU(3).
In this paper we want to study the exactly marginal deformations of superconformal field
theories obtained by placing a stack of D3 branes at toric singularities. We will first analyze
in detail the case of the conifold. The gauge theory was constructed in [6] and it gives one the
most interesting extensions of the Maldacena conjecture, since it is one of the few cases for
which the metric of the transverse space is explicitly known, for a review see [10]. It is also
possible to deform this theory by adding fractional branes [7, 8, 9]. This deformation breaks
the conformal invariance and gives the possibility of studying properties such as confinement
through the interesting mechanism of Duality Cascade.
As already said, marginal deformations are reflected in the AdS5 supergravity to vevs of
massless scalars. The AdS5 supergravity is a Kaluza-Klein reduction of ten dimensional Type
IIB supergravity on AdS5 ×X5, where X5 is a five dimensional compact manifold that, in
the absence of fluxes, is Einstein (in order to preserve supersymmetry it has to be Sasaki-
Einstein). In the ten dimensional Type IIB supergravity a marginal deformation corresponds
to a continuos modification of the expectation value of all the bosonic tensor fields, involving
only the compact manifold X5.
In section 2 we apply the procedure described above to the conifold field theory. We find
that MC has complex dimension 5. One deformation is associated to the difference between
1This deformation is called by various names in the literature. In the last period the term β–deformation
[34, 35, 36, 37, 38] seems to be the most popular.
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the field strengths of the two gauge groups, while the other four are related to superpotential
terms. One term is the Klebanov-Witten superpotential discussed in [6], it preserves the largest
possible flavor symmetry, SU(2)×SU(2). There is also one term which breaks only half of the
flavor symmetry; for this term the corresponding supergravity background is known [18], and
was discussed also in [19]; it is called the Pilch-Warner superpotential. The other two terms,
breaking the flavor symmetry further, are also written explicitly.
In section 3 we extend the analysis to a family of superconformal field theories that gen-
eralize the case of the conifold, called Y p,q, recently constructed in [14]. This set is interesting
because the explicit metric on the compact Sasaki–Einstein manifold is known, thanks to the
important results of [12, 13]. The Y p,q field theory is a superconformal quiver with precisely 2p
gauge groups. The conifold, with 2 gauge groups, corresponds to Y 1,0. An important feature
of these geometries is that they are toric [13] 2, and the so called quiver toric conditions [26, 27]
become useful in the study of the theories. Also for this set of models fractional branes can
be added. The authors of [15] were able to explicitly find the exact asymptotic supergrav-
ity background with the corresponding 3–form fluxes turned on. In [15] various supergravity
computations have been matched with field theoretical properties of the cascading theories. A
difference with respect to the conifold is that for any given geometry there is a corresponding
infinite set of conformal theories, all related to each other by Seiberg Dualities [30]. Some of
these phases satisfy the toric condition, i.e. all the gauge groups have the same rank. In [16]
the set of the toric phases has been described.
For a general Y p,q the conformal manifold is three complex dimensional. Precisely one
exactly marginal deformation involves fluxes in the dual gravity description. It is the analog
of the β–deformation of N = 4 SYM. This β–deformation exists for any toric Calabi–Yau
singularity. For any toric quiver, each bifundamental field appears in the superpotential pre-
cisely twice, once with a positive sign and once with a negative sign. The β–deformation is
generated by this toric superpotential, where all the ‘minus’ signs are switched to ‘plus’ signs.
An immediate consequence is that the Cartan generators of the global flavor symmetries are
symmetries also of the β–deformed theory. For generic toric quivers the undeformed symmetry
has a subgroup U(1)2F × U(1)R. This subgroup is preserved by the β–deformation. As a con-
sequence of this and of the quotient procedure described above, the β–deformation is always
exactly marginal.3
In section 5 we comment on the interesting possibility of finding the supergravity dual of
the β–deformation.
2A nice exposition of toric geometry, and in particular toric Calabi–Yau singularities, can be found in [13].
3It is clear that the operator that drives the β–deformation lies in the chiral ring, since F–term relations of
the underformed theory always contain both ‘plus’ and ‘minus’ signs.
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A change in the superpotential of the theory implies a modification of the moduli space
of vacua MV . In section 4, limiting the analysis to the case of the conifold, we show that
MV depends on the superpotential couplings only modulo the action of the complexified flavor
symmetry group, which becomes SO(4,C). The stable orbits of this action correspond, as
expected, to the exactly marginal deformations discussed in section 2. If only the Klebanov-
Witten superpotential is presentMV is the full 3-complex dimensional conifold; the low energy
Higgsed theory, corresponding to taking all the coincident D3 branes out of the singularity is
the N = 4 theory, as expected from the fact the no fluxes are turned on [6, 11]. Adding the
Pilch-Warner term lifts one marginal direction and the moduli space of vacua MV becomes
the singularity C2/Z2; in this case if we move the branes outside the singularity as in [11] we
find the N = 1∗ theory (this is the infrared superconformal theory obtained by adding one
supersymmetric mass term to the N = 4 theory, also called the Leigh–Strassler fixed point).
Also this result is expected, since now the background has fluxes turned on. If all the possible
terms are turned on we do not find any marginal direction (MV reduces to a point), but
there are particular combinations of the exactly marginal superpotentials that leave exactly
one marginal direction; giving a vev to the fundamental fields and flowing to the infrared one
obtains the N = 2∗ theory (corresponding to N = 4 plus N = 2 mass terms). All of these
results are consistent with the fact the superpotential studied are exactly marginal and that
on the string side they correspond to continous deformations involving fluxes.
In the previous discussion we did not consider the unstable orbits of the SO(4,C) ac-
tion. In appendix A these are classified. By the analogy with MV , we do not expect these
superpotentials to be exactly marginal. This expectation is also confirmed by the fact that
Leigh–Strassler arguments do not work for these superpotentials. After having computedMV
for these deformations, one finds in all the possible cases the following situation: giving a vev to
the fields and flowing to the IR, the resulting IR Higgsed theory has a MIRV whose dimension
is larger than the dimension of the original MV . This is a contradiction, and we interpret
this fact as an evidence that unstable superpotentials are marginally irrelevant operators. As
a consequence, the conformal manifold is stable under marginal perturbations. This feature
is espected to be of some relevance in the study of initial conditions dependence in Duality
Cascades.
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2. The conformal manifold of the conifold field theory
In this section we describe all the possible supersymmetric marginal deformations of the in-
teracting superconformal field theory associated to the conifold geometry. Then we isolate the
space of exactly marginal deformations, showing also that it can be thought of as the space of
all the marginal deformations modded out by the complexified global symmetry group broken
by the couplings.
2.1 Review of the field theory and marginal deformations
The conifold field theory has a product gauge group U(N)× U(N). The matter chiral super-
fields live in the bifundamental representations of this gauge group: there are two fields (A1
and A2) transforming in the (N,N ) and two fields (B1˙ and B2˙) transforming in the (N,N).
This matter content can be encoded in the following quiver diagram.
B
A
A
B
  U(N)         U(N)        .
1
1
2
2
Figure 1: The quiver diagram of the conifold field theory.
This quiver diagram is known [6] to arise from the low energy excitations of a stack of N
D3 branes placed at the singular point of the conifold geometry. The conifold is a 3-complex
dimensional manifold defined by the following quadratic equation in C4:
w21 + w
2
2 + w
2
3 + w
2
4 = 0 . (2.1)
This space also represents the moduli space of vacuaMV of the gauge theory, as it corresponds
to the configuration space of N parallel D3 branes (more precisely the moduli space is the
symmetrized product of N conifolds). There is an isolated singularity at w1 = w2 = w3 =
w4 = 0.
The conifold can be viewed as a real cone over the compact 5-real dimensional manifold
called T 1,1. As clearly explained in [6], T 1,1 can be explicitly described as the manifold SU(2)×
SU(2)/U(1), has the topology of S2 × S3 and can be seen as a U(1) fibration over the regular
Ka¨hler–Einstein manifold CP1 × CP1.
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In order to completely identify the 4D superconformal gauge theory it is necessary to
specify the superpotential W. In [6] this was argued to be
WKW ∝ εαβεα˙β˙ Tr
(
AαBα˙AβBβ˙
)
. (2.2)
This is the only possible superpotential consistent with superconformal invariance that pre-
serves a global SU(2)×SU(2) flavor symmetry. One SU(2)-factor acts on the fields A1 and A2,
which transform as a doublet, the other SU(2)-factor acts on the doublet B1˙ and B2˙. These
global symmetries are associated to the isometries of CP1×CP1. Since T 1,1 is a U(1)-fibration
over CP1 × CP1 there is another symmetry corresponding to rotations of the fiber: this is the
U(1)R-symmetry which at the superconformal fixed point is the non-anomalous partner of the
stress-tensor; it acts on the 4 bifundamental fields with charge 1/2: in this way the superpoten-
tial (2.2) has total R–charge 2 and is a marginal operator. Since the R–charge of a free chiral
superfield is 2/3, the fact that the R–charges are 1/2 implies that the superconformal field
theory is a strongly interacting gauge theory, “far” from the free theory where the R–charges
of the bifundamental fields are 2/3. The last continuos global symmetry present in the gauge
theory is a baryonic U(1) symmetry, acting with charge +1 on the two fields Aα and charge
−1 on the fields Bα˙.4 This baryonic symmetry is not associated to isometries of T 1,1, but to
the presence of the S3 cycle in the topology of T 1,1.
Our purpose is to study the strongly coupled field theory described by the quiver diagram
of Figure 1 with a generic superpotential that preserves conformal invariance. This corresponds
precisely to the set of theories for which an AdS string dual exists. Of course, for a generic
point on the conformal manifold, all the bosonic Type IIB fields are turned on – not just the
metric and five form, and the dual supergravity background is not known. We should also
remark that this IR-conformal manifold can arise from different UV descriptions. Maybe the
more interesting UV description is [6] the quiver associated to the orbifold C × C2/Z2, since
the full RG flow (the Klebanov–Witten flow), driven by twisted sector mass terms, has a dual
gravity description [6, 24].
The single-trace marginal superpotentials are precisely the polynomials quartic in the
bifundamental fields 5, of the following form:
Wgen = λαβ, α˙β˙ Tr
(
AαBα˙AβBβ˙
)
.
4This baryonic U(1) can be seen as part of the gauge group U(N) × U(N): out of the two U(1) factors, a
diagonal combination is fully decoupled (no bifundamental field is charged under it), and the other diagonal
combination decouples in the IR and can be identified with this baryonic U(1) global symmetry.
5We are assuming N ≥ 5: for N = 2 or N = 3 some terms becomes degenerate, while for N = 4 it is possible
to consider also “baryonic” superpotentials, of the form εAAAAε.
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Some of these deformations will be exactly marginal, the other ones will be argued in section 4
and in appendix A to be marginally irrelevant. The Ai transform in the representation (
1
2 , 0)
of the group SU(2)×SU(2), while the Bj in the (0, 12 ), so a generic quartic term will transform
as (
1
2
, 0
)
⊗
(
0,
1
2
)
⊗
(
1
2
, 0
)
⊗
(
0,
1
2
)
= (0, 0) ⊕ (1, 0) ⊕ (0, 1) ⊕ (1, 1) . (2.3)
The trace in front of the monomials annihilates the terms (1, 0)⊕(0, 1), so the most general
single trace superpotential is
Wgen = λKWεαβεα˙β˙ Tr
(
AαBα˙AβBβ˙
)
+ λ(αβ), (α˙β˙)Tr
(
AαBα˙AβBβ˙
)
, (2.4)
where λ(αβ), (α˙β˙) is symmetric in the indices α, β and α˙, β˙.
In total there are 10 marginal superpotential terms: one SU(2) × SU(2) preserving term
and nine SU(2)×SU(2) violating terms. All the couplings associated to these deformations are
complex. It is important to note that all the operators in the (1, 1)–spin are chiral operators,
i.e. satisfy the F–term constraints arising from the superpotential in (2.2). They are part of
the series of chiral mesons with spin (k/2, k/2) and R–charge k discussed in [6].
2.2 The five dimensional conformal manifold
The remaining part of this section is devoted to explain at some length the structure of the
RG flows for the gauge theory previously described.
Let us start from the free theory associated to the quiver diagram of Figure 1: the two gauge
couplings and all the superpotential couplings λαβ, α˙β˙ are zero. Clearly the superpotential
couplings are strictly irrelevant, since the superpotential is quartic. The two gauge couplings
are instead relevant, since each gauge group can be seen as a SU(NC) SQCD with NF = 2NC
flavors. The exact N = 1 beta function for the gauge couplings, in terms of the anomaluos
dimensions of the fundamental chiral fields γ(g), is:
β 1
g2
=
3NC −
∑
M µ[RM ](1− 2γM (g))
8π2 − g2N , (2.5)
where µ[R] is the Dinkin index of the representation R, defined by TrRT aT b = µ[R]δa b. In
the case of the fundamental representation µ = 12 . For our purpose it is enough to take in
consideration the numerator, since the rest is a function of the couplings that does not change
sign along the Renormalization Group flow. So (2.5) becomes
βg ∝ −
(
N +
N
2
∑
M
(rM − 1)
)
∝ − (rA1 + rA2 + rB1˙ + rB2˙ − 2) , (2.6)
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where we changed variables, from the anomalous dimensions γ to the R–charges, using the
relation between the total scaling dimension D of a chiral operator and its R–charge D =
1 + γ = 3/2 r. The R–charges are functions of all the couplings of the theory, in this case the
two gauge couplings g1, g2 and the superpotential couplings λ
αβ, α˙β˙.
The beta function for the superpotential couplings are instead proportional to the total R–
charge of the monomials minus 2:
βλ ∝
∑
M
rM − 2 , (2.7)
where the sum is over the fields entering in the monomial. We note that (2.7) can be different
from (2.6), for example, in the case W = λTr (A1B1˙A1B1˙), (2.7) is βλ ∝ 2rA1 +2rB1˙ − 2. Near
the free fixed point, where all R–charges are close to 2/3, (2.6) is indeed negative and (2.7) is
positive.
Now we can follow the RG flow driven by one of the two gauge couplings, say g1, keeping
the other couplings zero. At the end there is a IR fixed point where βg1 vanishes. This fact
imposes one relation on the four R–charges of the bifundamental fields: their sum has to be 2.
It is clear that the result is that all the R–charge are 1/2, since the four bifundamental fields
enter symmetrically.
Now we can add other deformations to the theory. Considering the other gauge coupling
(g2), the constraint given by g2 is always (2.6), the same as g1. In other words the RG flow of
the theory without superpotential looks like:
g1
g2
Figure 2: The fixed line with vanishing superpotential.
In the plane g1, g2 there is thus a line of superconformal fixed points. This line is charac-
terized by the condition
rA1 = rA2 = rB1˙ = rB2˙ =
1
2
. (2.8)
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It is worth noting that these 4 conditions effectively give only one constraint on the values of
the two gauge coouplings g1 and g2. On this fixed line the chiral ring scalar operators with
R–charge 2 are the 10 operators of (2.4).
At this point we can study deformations given by a superpotential. A quartic term is
irrelevant at the free fixed point, since its total R–charge is strictly greater than 2, but at the
interacting fixed line found above the total R–charge becomes exactly 2, so a quartic term is
a candidate for an exactly marginal operator.
Adding the Klebanov-Witten term gives a β-function relation precisely of the same form
as (2.6). Since the global symmetry is preserved, the two Aα R–charges are still equal. The
same is true for the two Bα˙ R–charges. A Z2 symmetry than implies that there is always
just one free R–charge. Since there is precisely one independent relation, we see that there
is one more marginal direction, with respect to Figure 2. In other words the three complex
couplings g1, g2 and λKW break just a U(1) factor of the naive U(2)×U(2) global symmetry,
so they define a two–complex dimensional conformal manifold. On this fixed surface the R–
charge 2 chiral operators are only the ones transforming in the (1, 1). As explained in [6],
these two marginal directions have a direct interpretation in supergravity. Increasing λKW ,
g1 and g2 with 1/g
2
1 − 1/g22 fixed corresponds to changing the vev of the complex Type IIB
dilaton. Keeping λKW fixed and changing the 1/g
2
1 − 1/g22 corresponds to changing the vev of
the complex Type IIB B field on the S2.
Adding now a symmetry breaking term in the (1, 1) of SU(2) × SU(2) generates new
β-function relations. Instead of analysing these relations we argue the form of the marginal
deformations by modding out the space (1, 1)C by SU(2,C)×SU(2,C). The space (1, 1)C is the
space of 4× 4 symmetric traceless matrices, where the group SU(2,C)× SU(2,C) = SO(4,C)
acts as rotations. The stable orbits of the action are clearly the diagonal traceless matrices.
(In section 4 the various changes of variables are written explicitly). The result is that the
three following operators are exactly marginal deformations:


Tr (A1B1˙A2B2˙ +A1B2˙A2B1˙)
Tr (A1B1˙A1B1˙ +A2B2˙A2B2˙)
Tr (A1B2˙A1B2˙ +A2B1˙A2B1˙) .
(2.9)
For generic values of the associated couplings the global flavor symmetry is completely broken
(only the baryonic U(1) survives). It is actually possible to verify that (2.9) is exactly marginal
using Leigh–Strassler type [1] arguments:
(2.9), as WKW , is invariant under a discrete Z2 × Z2 symmetry. One factor exchanges A1
with A2 and B1˙ with B2˙. The other factor changes the sign of A2 and B2˙. This discrete
symmetry implies that the 2 × 2 matrix of the anomalous dimensions for the chiral fields A1
– 10 –
and A2 is proportional to the identity (the same is true for B1˙ and B2˙). The two doublets
of bifundamental fields enter symmetrically, so there is one undetermined R–charge (as in the
previous case without superpotentials), whose value is still 1/2.
In [17] the full Kaluza-Klein reduction of Type IIB supergravity on T 1,1 was found. From
this result one can read off the supergravity excitations corresponding to the operators (2.9);
these massless excitations are turned on at first order in the deformation. At higher orders,
however, we expect all the supergravity fields to be turned on.
The full set of exactly marginal superpotentials, (2.9) plus the Klebanov-Witten term, can
be written as
W = λKW Tr (A1B1˙A2B2˙ −A1B2˙A2B1˙)+
λPW Tr (A1B1˙A2B2˙ +A1B2˙A2B1˙ −A1B2˙A1B2˙ −A2B1˙A2B1˙)+
λβ Tr (A1B1˙A2B2˙ +A1B2˙A2B1˙)+
λ2 Tr (A1B1˙A1B1˙ +A2B2˙A2B2˙) .
The term proportional to λPW preserve an SU(2) global symmetry and is called the Pilch-
Warner superpotential. In [18, 19] it has been argued that the conifold field theory with
the Pilch-Warner superpotential is an orbifold Z2 of the N = 1∗. This theory is a massive
deformation of the N = 4 SYM and has been studied holographically in [20, 21, 22, 23].
The term proportional to λβ is the analog of the so called β-deformation of N = 4 SYM. A
similar term can be written down for any toric quiver and is the deformation that generalizes
to the set of superconformal field theories discussed in the next section.
3. The conformal manifold of the Y p,q quivers
In this section we consider a class of superconformal field theories that generalizes the conifold.
They arise as the low energy excitations of D3 branes placed at a Calabi-Yau singular three-
fold which is a cone over the so called Y p,q Sasaki-Einstein manifold [12]. The interesting thing
about this class of models is that the explicit metric on the Calabi-Yau cone is known, thanks to
the important results of [12]. The dual gauge theories, that have to be superconformal quivers,
have been recently constructed in [14], following the algebro-geometric description of the Y p,q
singularities given in [13]. The quivers have precisely 2p gauge groups; the conifold, with 2
gauge groups, corresponds to Y 1,0. An important feature of these geometries is that they are
toric [13], this immediately tells that all the gauge groups have the same rank, thanks to the
so called quiver toric condition [26, 27]. The models Y p,p correspond to the known orbifolds
C
3/Z2p, with action (1, 1,−2). It also turns out [13] that Y 2,1 correspond to the del Pezzo1
singularity, so also this gauge theory is known: the quiver and the exact toric superpotential
were given in [26]; this case has been discussed in [27, 4, 28].
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All the Y p,q Sasaki-Einstein five manifolds share the same topology of the conifold: S2×S3.
A difference with respect to the conifold is that for any given geometry there is a corresponding
infinite set of conformal theories, all related to each other by Seiberg Dualities [30]. Some of
these phases satisfy the toric condition, i.e. all the gauge groups have the same rank. In
[16] the set of the toric phases has been described. Seiberg Dualities also play a role when
conformal invariance is broken by fractional branes and a Duality Cascade starts, and in [15]
they were studied in the presence of fractional branes. In this context, the exact asymptotic
supergravity background with the corresponding 3–form fluxes turned on has been explicitly
found [15].6
The purpose of this section is to apply the procedure discussed in detail in section 2 to
a general Y p,q theory. The quivers constructed in [14] will be considered. Any Seiberg dual
description would give precisely the same results. This is a direct consequence of the original
results of [30] and of the fact that Seiberg Duality for quivers can be thought of as Seiberg
Duality on a particular SU(N) gauge theory with some flavors. Since all of our results belong to
the protected sector (BPS operators, global symmetries, etc.), they are automatically invariant
under Seiberg Duality.
For a detailed explanation of the Y p,q field theories we refer to [14], for an in depth
exposition of many important geometric properties we suggest [13].
In [14] the quiver diagrams of the Y p,q superconformal field theories have been found. In
Table 1 we reproduce some examples, with the hope of being self-explanatory.
Y4 4 Y4 3 Y4 2
Table 1: Example of the recursive construction of the Y p,q quivers. These figures are reproduced from
[14].
6These deformed geometries can also be extended to more general sets [29].
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The exactly marginal superpotential is [14] (the sum over gauge indices is implicit)
W =
q∑
i=1
ǫαβ(U
α
i V
β
i Y2i−1 + V
α
i U
β
i+1Y2i) +
p∑
j=q+1
ǫαβZjU
α
j+1Y2j−1U
β
j . (3.1)
The fields U and V are in the spin–1/2 of the global SU(2); Y is the “internal” singlet and Z is
the “external” singlet. It is possible to modify this superpotential. Keeping marginality and the
SU(2) symmetry, there are 2q parameters associated to the cubic terms of the form Tr(UV Y )
and p− q parameters associated to the quartic terms of the form Tr(UZUY ). Moreover, there
are the 2p marginal gauge couplings. There are thus a total of 3p + q marginal couplings.
In [14] it was shown that the solution of the 3p + q linear β–function contraints is a
two dimensional space. One surprising aspect of the analysis of [14] is that there is a strong
degeneracy of R–charges: all the Y –fields have the same R–charges, all the Z–fields have the
same R–charges etc. This is a direct consequence of the imposition of all the 3p + q linear
β–function relations.7 After this linear analysis a–maximization was performed over the two
dimensional space, leading to the exact values of the R–charges.
As explained in [15, 16], the subset of the 3p+q–dimensional space of couplings preserving
conformal invariance is two dimensional. This conformal surface is very similar to the one
discussed in section 2 for the conifold [6].
There is one marginal direction corresponding in supergravity to the axion–dilaton and
one related to the vev of the complex B field on the S2 (recall that for all Y p,q the topology is
S2 × S3). A difference is that the latter deformation is a little bit more complicated in terms
of field theory couplings. For the conifold it simply corresponds to increasing one (inverse
squared) gauge coupling and decreasing the other one by the same amount. For a general Y p,q,
one has also to change all the superpotential couplings in a non trivial way. As a consequence,
there is no fixed line where all superpotential couplings vanish, as in Figure 2.
One can visualize the flow to the IR conformal manifold, starting from the free theory
with matter as in Table 1, in the following way. First the gauge couplings of the nodes with
NF /NC = 2 (the ones adjacent to the external singlet Z–fields) may flow to the IR; in this way
some bifundamentals have R–charge 1/2. At this point some cubic superpotential couplings are
relevant and can be sent to an interacting IR fixed point. Now it is possible to flow the gauge
couplings of the nodes with NF /NC = 3 next to the previously “activated” nodes. Going on
like this one reaches the conformal manifold, where all the couplings are non vanishing. Note
that it is crucial that all the fields enter in the superpotential.
7It is interesting to note that, instead of analysing all the linear relations, one can assume the degeneracy
among the R–charges and then keep track of the fact that R–charges have to be constant on the conformal
manifold. Of course in this case one has to know a priori that a fixed point with these R–charges exists.
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3.1 R–charge 2 chiral operators and the β–deformation
In the previous subsection the conformal surface over which the global symmetry is preserved
has been described. In [16] it was suggested that by breaking the SU(2) global symmetry there
is a possibility of finding additional marginal deformations. The simplest way of analysing this
problem is to use the quotient procedure of [2], as was done in section 2 for the case of the
conifold. In order to do this, we have to find the set of chiral scalar operators with R–charge
2. These operators are always single trace (the only exception could be the conifold) and are
associated to close “short” loops of length 3 or 4 in the quivers, exactly as the operators entering
the superpotential (3.1). They are generically of the form Tr(ZUY U) or Tr(UV Y ). All these
operators have R–charge 2, however, only a subset of them are chiral and have dimension 3 on
the whole IR fixed manifold. There are p + q such loops: 2q of length 3 and p − q of length
4. Moreover, since the fields U and V transform in the spin–1/2 of the global SU(2), all the
loops transform in the spin 1/2 ⊗ 1/2 = 0 ⊕ 1. We are thus dealing with a total of 4(p + q)
operators. As we are going to show, the F-term relations imply that only 3 of them are chiral.
The equations of motion, derived from the superpotential (3.1), of the Y and Z fields say that
the spin–0 components vanish in the chiral ring. The equations of motion for the U and V
doublet fields enable to ‘move’ the loops around the quiver. All these loops are thus equal in
the chiral ring.
In conclusion there are precisely 3 operators with R–charge 2 and scaling dimension ∆ = 3;
they transform in the spin–1 representation of SU(2). Of course, the U(1)F charge of these
operators is 0, since U(1)F commutes with SU(2).
The space of exactly marginal superpotential deformations is thus simply the 3–complex
dimensional spin–1 representation modded out by SU(2,C). There is thus precisely one exactly
marginal deformation, which can be given explicitly by the component with vanishing spin–z
(thus breaking SU(2) to U(1)Z):
Wβ ∝
∑
i
σ β3α (U
α
i Vi β Y2i+2 + V
α
i Ui+1 β Y2i+3) +
∑
j
σ β3α Zj U
α
j+1 Y2j+3 Uj β . (3.2)
As in section 2 it is easy to verify the exact marginality using Leigh–Strassler arguments. The
point is that the Z2 symmetry
U1i ↔ U2i and V 1i ↔ V 2i (3.3)
is still a symmetry of the full Lagrangian. This, together with the residual U(1)2 continuos
flavor symmetry, implies that the 2 × 2 matrices of scaling dimensions of the doublets are
proportional to the identity.
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We see that (3.2) is simply given by the toric superpotential, taken with all “plus” signs,
and thus can be called β–deformation, as in the well known case of N = 4 SYM. This defor-
mation is present for any superconformal field theory arising as the low energy field theory of
D3 branes placed at the tip of a toric Calabi-Yau cone.
The general feature of the β–deformation is that the global symmetries are broken to
their Cartan generators. This is a consequence of the fact that the β–deformed superpoten-
tial contains exactly the same operators as the undeformed toric superpotential. In the case
of the Y p,q, the flavor symmetry SU(2) × U(1)F , is broken to U(1)Z × U(1)F . For generic
superconformal quivers associated to toric Calabi–Yau cones, the continuos symmetry corre-
sponding to isometries of the Sasaki–Einstein base is U(1)2F × U(1)R, and is preserved by the
β–deformation.
In the case of Y p,p it is possible to check this computation against the results of [31],
where the exactly marginal deformations were found, using methods different from ours, for
the supersymmetric orbifolds C3/Zk. Considering the case of C
3/Z2p with action (1, 1, 2p −
2), corresponding to Y p,p, and keeping track of the constancy of the scaling dimensions on
the conformal manifold, it seems that there is agreement with our result of a three–complex
dimensional conformal manifold.
3.2 Special cases and RG flows: Y 1,1 → Y 1,0 and Y 2,2 → Y 2,0
The discussion in the above two paragraphs needs to be refined in some special cases.
For Y 1,1 the Calabi–Yau cone is C×C2/Z2, so there is an accidental N = 2 supersymmetry,
and one could expect additional marginal directions. The space of marginal deformations is
12 dimensional: 2 gauge couplings, 8 superpotential couplings of the form Tr(Y UV ) (Y is now
one of the two adjoints, U and V are still bifundamentals) and 2 superpotential couplings of
the form Tr(Y 3). The naive global symmetry is the 10 dimensional U(2)×U(2)×U(1)2. The
residual global symmetry is only the baryonic U(1), so the quotient procedure tells us that the
conformal manifold has dimension 12− (10−1) = 3, as in the generic Y p,q case. (Here we used
the fact that for orbifolds the conformal manifolds passes over the free fixed point.)
Y 1,0 is the conifold, and in section 2 a 5 dimensional conformal manifold has been found.
Y 2,0 = Y 1,0/Z2 is an orbifold of the conifold, but it is in a sense special, since Y
2,0 is a
regular Sasaki–Einstein U(1)–fibration over CP1 × CP1, like Y 1,0. The difference is that the
length of the fiber is one half. The global flavor symmetry is thus SU(2) × SU(2): the
fields Y and Z transform as a doublet of the “accidental” SU(2). On a generic point of the
symmetry preserving conformal surface, the space of R–charge 2 chiral operators, instead of
being 3 dimensional, is 9 dimensional, transforming in the spin–(1, 1). Quotienting one finds 3
marginal deformations associated to fluxes, corresponding to the deformations of the conifold.
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It is interesting to note that there is a line on the conformal manifold (where the superpotential
vanishes, analog of Figure 2) where the global flavor symmetry is enhanced to SU(2)4. Clearly
these particular points cannot be described by supergravity.
The special cases Y 1,1, Y 1,0 and Y 2,2 are also interesting as the only Y p,q admitting
massive supersymmetric deformations. As is well known, adding mass terms to Y 1,1 leads to
Y 1,0. Starting from Y 1,1 without fluxes, it is possible to reach the conifold without fluxes
through the Klebanov–Witten flow (twisted mass terms) and the Pilch–Warner deformation of
the conifold through the Pilch–Warner flow (untwisted mass terms), which is a Z2 orbifold of
the flow N = 4→ N = 1∗. The β-deformation discussed in the previous paragraph generalizes
to the whole flows; of course, the dual background is not known.
As Y 1,1, Y 2,2 admits massive deformations of the form Tr(Y Y ), leading to Y 2,0. Starting
from Y 2,2 without the β-deformation, one gets in the IR a superpotential analogous to the
Pilch–Warner deformation of Y 1,0. This flow is thus a Z2 × Z2 orbifold of the flow N = 4 →
N = 1∗. In [25] a large class of orbifolds, different from this one, of the flow N = 4→ N = 1∗
has been studied.
4. Moduli spaces of vacua and Higgsed theories for the conifold
In section 2 it was found that the space of exactly marginal superpotentials is given by the
quotientMC = [(0, 0)C⊕(1, 1)C]/SO(4,C); this has been verified with standard Leigh–Strassler
arguments. In this section the moduli space of vacua of the gauge theory is discussed, with
a generic marginal superpotential of the form (2.4). It turns out that, in order to study the
moduli space MV , it is possible to use the complexified global symmetry group as well. The
low energy Higgsed theories for the various possibilities are also found.
4.1 Generic quartic superpotentials
Turning on superpotential deformations corresponds to giving vevs to the bosonic fields of
Type IIB string theory. These fields effectively give a potential for a D3 brane probing the
background. This potential is a function of the transverse coordinates and should be flat exactly
on the gauge theoretical moduli space. Since we are interested in keeping the analogy with this
simple brane probe we consider only vevs such that the four N ×N matrices A1, A2, B1˙, B2˙
are diagonal. This corresponds to seeing only the symmetrized product part of the full moduli
space of vacua MV . Since the moduli space of the gauge theory should correspond to the
configurations space of N parallel D3 branes, we expect that the full MV is the symmetrized
product of a smaller “constituent space” Y :
MV = Y N/SN , (4.1)
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where SN is the symmetric group of permutations.
8 For ease of discussion we can also take
the vevs to be proportional to the identity matrix, seeing only the “constituent space” Y ; this
is what will be called moduli space of vacua MC in the following. This MC corresponds to
the space seen by the stack of the N coincident D3 branes taken away from the singularity to
“explore” the transverse space.
In order to compute MV , instead of modding out by the complexified gauge group, it is
easier to work with gauge invariant variables and impose just F-term constraints. With the
four diagonal bifundamental fields A1, A2, B1˙, B2˙ it is possible to construct 4 gauge invariant
“mesons”, quadratic operators of the form AiBj :
x = A1B1˙ , y = A2B2˙ , z = A1B2˙ , w = A2B1˙ . (4.2)
These operators parametrize the moduli space of vacua of the theory without superpotential.
Of course, since the fundamental chiral fields are diagonal and commute with each other, the
four mesons have to satisfy the relation x y = z w. This relation represents a complex cone
over a quadric in CP3, and indeed it coincides with (2.1), after a linear change of variables in
the space (x, y, z, w): 

w1 =
1
2(x+ y)
w2 =
i
2(y − x)
w3 =
i
2(z + w)
w4 =
1
2(w − z) .
(4.3)
The result of this discussion is that the moduli space of the gauge theory we are considering,
without superpotential, is the conifold. This is true everywhere on the fixed line of Figure 2,
if both the gauge couplings are non-vanishing.
Adding a superpotential proportional to the Klebanov-Witten term (2.2) does not change
this discussion, since for diagonal bifundamentals this term vanishes. So the moduli space is
always the full 3 dimensional conifold for a SU(2) × SU(2) preserving deformation. This is
true on the 2-complex dimensional manifold parametrized by the difference between the gauge
couplings and by the superpotential Klebanov-Witten coupling.
Adding now a generic superpotential term in the (1, 1) of SU(2) × SU(2) generates more
relations between the 4 complex variables (x, y, z, w), coming from the usual F-flatness relations
∂
∂Ai
W = ∂
∂Bj
W = 0 . (4.4)
8This is true in the case of the Klebanov-Witten superpotential [32]. For a generic point on the conformal
manifold, there is the interesting possibility of finding some additional Higgsed vacua (with respect to the
symmetrized product) given by non-diagonal bifundamentals. Such “non-commutative” vacua have been, for
instance, analysed in [33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38] for various deformations of N = 4 SYM. In [39] these issues have
been studied for field theories living at conifold singularities.
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We immediately see that these moduli spaces of vacua are always complex submanifolds of the
3-dimensional conifold. Their dimension can be 2, 1, or 0. We will see that the last case is
the generic one: for generic λ(αβ), (α˙β˙) all flat directions are removed, the only supersymmetric
point allowed is the origin: x = y = w = z = 0. This fact is expected, since the space of
λ(αβ), (α˙β˙) is 9 dimensional, so there should generically be more than two independent relations
from (4.4). On the other hand, it is obvious that the point x = y = w = z = 0 always satisfies
(4.4), since the terms in (4.4) are cubic polynomials in the fundamental fields.
In order to work with gauge invariant quantities we consider, instead of (4.4), the following
gauge invariant equations:
Aα
∂
∂Aβ
W = Bα˙ ∂
∂B
β˙
W = 0 , for any α, β, α˙, β˙ . (4.5)
These are in total 8 equations, not all independent. Since the superpotential is a homogeneous
quadratic function both in the variables Aα and in the variables Bα˙, the following relations
hold for any W: (
A1
∂
∂A1
+A2
∂
∂A2
)
W =
(
B1˙
∂
∂B1˙
+B2˙
∂
∂B2˙
)
W = 2W (4.6)
We are thus left with 7 relations: the supersymmetric condition W = 0 and other 6 relations,
from (4.5), independent from the 2 listed in (4.6). All of these 7 equations are quadratic in
the mesonic variables (x, y, z, w).
The 6 differential operators in (4.5) independent fromW = 0 transform in the (1, 0)⊕(0, 1)
of SU(2) × SU(2). The corresponding 6 differential equations can thus be rewritten, in the
gauge invariant variables of (4.3) wi, as:
Di,jW ≡
(
wi
∂
∂wj
− wj ∂
∂wi
)
W = 0 for all i, j = 1 . . . 4 . (4.7)
This is clear from the symmetry of the problem, and can be verified using the explicit change
of variables (4.3). At this point we can forget the original variables, and study the system

w21 + w
2
2 + w
2
3 + w
2
4 = 0
W = 0
Di,jW = 0 .
(4.8)
We remind that the first equation in (4.8) is trivial, in the sense that it follows directly from
the definition of the wi (4.3), and that W in these variables is given by
W =
∑
i,j
M i,jwiwj , (4.9)
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where M i,j is a generic traceless symmetric 4× 4 complex matrix.
At this point it is clear that we can use a symmetry which is larger than the previous 6-real
dimensional SU(2) × SU(2) = SO(4,R). It is possible to make a linear change of variables
such that the operators Di,j are invariant in form and the structure w21 + w22 + w23 + w24 does
not change. This change of variables constitute the full SO(4,C) group of rotations in C4.
Using this redefinition freedom we can thus put the matrix M in a canonical, possibly simple,
form. Since the matrix is complex it is not always possible to diagonalize it. We consider
in this section the cases in which M is diagonalizable, corresponding to stable orbits of the
quotient MC = (1, 1)C/SO(4,C). In the next section we then complete the discussion for the
“unstable” superpotentials, when M is not diagonalizable.
With the traceless matrix M i,j in a diagonal form with eigenvalues λk, performing the
derivatives in Di,jW, the problem is reduced to

∑
k
w2k = 0 (4.10a)
∑
k
λk w
2
k = 0 (4.10b)
(λi − λj)wiwj = 0 , (4.10c)
for all the possible choices of the four complex numbers λk satisfying
∑
k λk = 0.
In the generic case all λi are non-equal: (4.10c) implies that at least three out of the four
wi vanish. With this assumption however (4.10a) says that all of the 4 wi are zero. This is the
expected result that for a generic superpotential there are no flat directions.
Non generic diagonalizable superpotentials correspond to situations in which some of the
λi are equal. There are four different possibilities, and we go on to discuss them case by case.
A λ1 = λ2 = λ3 = λ4 .
(The relation
∑
k λk = 0 implies that all λks vanish). This is the Klebanov-Witten
superpotential and the moduli space is the full conifold. The global flavor symmetry is
SU(2)×SU(2) and acts on the base P1×P1. As in [6, 11] one can consider the low energy
Higgsed theory. Giving vevs proportional to the identity matrix to the bifundamental
fields corresponds to pulling the stack of D3 branes out of the singularity, so the low
energy theory has to be N = 4 SYM with group SU(N). This can be seen explicitly
by giving a vev to the fundamental fields: at low energy there is a cubic superpotential
which reproduces the N = 4 superpotential and a quartic term which is irrelevant.
B λ1 = λ2 = λ3 6= λ4 .
This case corresponds to the Pilch-Warner deformation. (4.10c) simplifies to
w4w1 = w4w2 = w4w3 = 0 . (4.11)
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w4 6= 0 implies w1 = w2 = w3 = 0, but with these restrictions both (4.10a) and (4.10b)
become w24 = 0. So w4 = 0: (4.10c) are automatically satisfied, while both (4.10a) and
(4.10b) become
w21 + w
2
2 + w
2
3 = 0 . (4.12)
The moduli space is a singular 2 dimensional complex manifold C2/Z2: a complex cone
over P1. The deformation explicitly is given by
W =WKW + λPW tr (A1B1˙A2B2˙ +A1B2˙A2B1˙ −A1B2˙A1B2˙ −A2B1˙A2B1˙) (4.13)
The global flavor symmetry is broken to SU(2), coming from a diagonal combination of
the previous SU(2) × SU(2). As in the previous case, all possible vevs are equivalent
(modulo an overall complex rescaling) thanks to the global symmetry SU(2), which acts
on the base P1. The low energy Higgsed theory has to be the theory of D3 branes at
a smooth point with some fluxes turned on. Moreover, the dimension of MV of this
deformed N = 4 SYM has to be exactly two. There is only one deformation of this
type, corresponding to the addition of one supersymmetric mass term. Let us reproduce
explicitly this result. The following vevs to the bifundamentals
{
〈A1 〉 = 〈B1˙ 〉 = v 1N×N
〈A2 〉 = 〈B2˙ 〉 = 0
(4.14)
satisfy both the F-term constraints (4.12) and the D-term relation
|A1|2 + |A2|2 = |B1˙|2 + |B2˙|2 . (4.15)
Substituting Ai = 〈Ai〉+ αi and Bi = 〈Bi〉+ βi in (4.13) one obtains
WHiggsed = vλKWTr ((α1 + β1)[α2, β2])− 2v2λPW tr (α2 + β2)2 (4.16)
+vλPW Tr
(
(α1 + β1){α2, β2} − 2α1β22 − 2β1α22
)
.
The term proportional to v2λPW is a mass term and becomes exactly marginal in the
IR. As a consequence the term in the last line of 4.16, proportional to vλPW at the IR
fixed point is irrelevant and has to be neglected. The low energy Higgsed theory is thus
N = 4 SYM deformed by one mass term, the N = 1∗. This theory has been studied
holographically in [20, 21, 22, 23]. In [18] it has been argued that the conifold with the
Pilch-Warner superpotential is a Z2 orbifold of the N = 1∗ theory, consistent with our
results.
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C λ1 = λ2 6= λ3 = λ4 .
This is the analog of the so called β-deformation of N = 4 SYM. In this case (4.10c)
reads
w1w3 = w1w4 = w2w3 = w2w4 = 0 . (4.17)
The previous equations are solved by w1 = w2 = 0 or w3 = w4 = 0. In this case both
(4.10a) and (4.10b) become
w1 = w2 = 0 , w
2
3 + w
2
4 = 0 or w3 = w4 = 0 , w
2
1 + w
2
2 = 0 . (4.18)
The moduli space thus consists of four distinct one-dimensional branches intersecting at
the same point. The explicit form of the superpotential is
W =WKW + λβ Tr (A1B1˙A2B2˙ +A1B2˙A2B1˙) . (4.19)
In this case the residual flavor symmetry corresponds to the Cartan generators of the
original SU(2)× SU(2), acting as
A1 → eiαA1 , A2 → e−iαA2 , B1˙ → eiβB1˙ , B2˙ → e−iβB2˙ . (4.20)
This is a general feature of the “β-deformations” of toric superpotentials: the non–
Abelian flavor symmetries are broken to their Cartan generators. Note that one U(1)
factor acts on two branches ofMV , the other U(1) factor acts on the other two branches.
Giving vevs as in the previous paragraph, one finds that the low energy Higgsed theory is
pure SU(N) N = 2 SYM, as in N = 4 with 2 mass terms added. We note that this does
not imply that the present deformation corresponds to an orbifold of the supergravity
solution associated to pure N = 2 SYM.
D λ1 = λ2, λ3 and λ4 generic.
This deformation contains as special limits the Pilch-Warner deformation B and the β–
deformation C. Here all products wiwj vanish except w1w2. As in case B, w4 has to
vanish, and for the same reason w3 as well. As a consequence both (4.10a) and (4.10b)
become w21 + w
2
2 = 0, and the moduli space consists of two distinct one-dimensional
branches intersecting at the origin:
w3 = w4 = 0 , w
2
1 + w
2
2 = 0 ←→ xy = z = w = 0 . (4.21)
The explicit superpotential is
W =WKW + λ1 Tr (A1B1˙A2B2˙ +A1B2˙A2B1˙) + λ2 tr (A1B2˙A1B2˙ +A2B1˙A2B1˙) (4.22)
The residual symmetry here is U(1): A1 → eiαA1 , A2 → e−iαA2 , B1˙ → eiαB1˙ , B2˙ →
e−iαB2˙ , giving vevs to A1 and B1˙ (or A2 and B2˙) one still finds pure N = 2 SYM.
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4.2 Non diagonalizable superpotentials are marginally irrelevant
We can now proceed to consider what happens when the matrix M is not diagonalizable.
These matrices are unstable orbits of the complexified global symmetry group, since for a
non diagonalizable matrix at least two eigenvectors coincide, so a small deformation resolves
this degeneracy and makes the matrix diagonalizable. Also in this case it is possible to give
an explicit classification of the different possible superpotentials. We now discuss a simple
example, then we analize all the classification. The results are always similar.
Let us consider the following superpotential:
W = λKW Tr (A1B1˙A2B2˙ −A1B2˙A2B1˙) + εTr (A2B2˙A2B2˙) . (4.23)
This corresponds to a matrix Mij of the following form:
M = ε


i 1 0 0
1 −i 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

 . (4.24)
Since both the trace and the determinant of the non-vanishing 2× 2 submatrix are zero, this
matrix is non diagonalizable.
The deformation Tr (A2B2˙A2B2˙) breaks all the flavor symmetries, so the R–charge rA and
rB are in general expected to be 2 × 2 matrices. Since we have just four couplings and, in
order to have an RG fixed point, we have to impose more than 4 constraints, Leigh–Strassler
arguments do not work, and it seems unlikely that the deformation we are considering is exactly
marginal. We now provide an argument that implies that Tr (A2B2˙A2B2˙) is a marginally
irrelevant deformation of the strongly interacting conifold field theory.
Let us suppose Tr (A2B2˙A2B2˙) is marginally relevant or exactly marginal. It is in this case
possible to compute, as in the previous section, the moduli space of vacua MV . This moduli
space MV is at most 2 complex dimensional, since there is at least one independent F-term
non trivial constraint from (4.23).9 Since all the F-term equations are proportional to A2B2˙,
it is clear that the same vevs as in (4.14) satisfy both D and F-terms contraints:{
〈A1 〉 = 〈B1˙ 〉 = v 1N×N
〈A2 〉 = 〈B2˙ 〉 = 0
(4.25)
What is the low energy field theory with these vevs? Substituting as in the previous section
Ai = 〈Ai〉+ αi and Bi = 〈Bi〉+ βi in (4.23) one obtains,
WHiggsed = vλKWTr ((α1 + β1)[α2, β2]) + εTr (α2β2α2β2) . (4.26)
9The results of the following analysis is that it would actually be 2-complex dimensional, but we don’t need
this for our argument.
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This is an irrelevant deformation of the N = 4 theory, so at low energies we find the pure
N = 4 theory, which has a 3 dimensional space of vacua. The theory described by (4.23)
has a MV with a smaller dimension (assuming that the deformation proportional to ε is not
irrelevant). This is a contradiction, since the IR MV should have a dimension equal to, or
smaller than, the UV MV . The conclusion is that Tr (A2B2˙A2B2˙) is a marginally irrelevant
deformation; at low energy only the term proportional to λKW survives.
This results completes the analogy between MV andMC . In order to computeMV one
has to neglect unstable orbits, and here we saw that a non diagonalizable matrix M also has
to be neglected, since it corresponds to an irrelevant deformation.
The result obtained for the matrix (4.24) can be immediately generalized to the case of a
non diagonalizable matrix of the following form:
M = ε


λ+ i 1 0 0
1 λ− i 0 0
0 0 −λ+ λ1 0
0 0 0 −λ− λ1

 λ, λ1 generic. (4.27)
The reason is clear: if a deformations corresponding to (4.27) is marginal or relevant (possibly
for a particular combinations of λ and λ1), then also in the limit λ, λ1 → 0 this deformation
is marginal or relevant. But we just showed that in this limit the deformation is irrelevant.
Thus, all deformations corresponding to (4.27) are irrelevant.
It is now possible to go on and discuss the case of general non diagonalizable matrices.
Since we were not able to find a general argument, a boring case by case analysis will be
performed. The result is that they always lead to marginally irrelevant terms. We relegate
this discussion in the Appendix A.
5. Comments
We have shown that, for every specific model, the set of theories for which the AdS/CFT
duality is at work is a non-trivial manifold of superconformal field theories.
One marginal direction is generated by the “standard” lagrangian, and it corresponds on
the gravity side to the vev of the axion-dilaton. Other marginal directions are obtained by
giving a vev for the complex B-field over the S2. The number of deformations of this type is
precisely the second Betti number of the real 5-dimensional base of the Calabi-Yau singularity.
These two types of deformations are well known, and are peculiar in the sense that they leave
the global symmetry and the moduli space of vacua untouched. There can also be purely
geometric marginal deformations if there is a moduli space of Einstein metrics, as is the case
for the del Pezzon models, with n > 4 [40].
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Analysing the set of quiver theories called Y p,q, we have shown that there is always one
more marginal direction. This additional marginal direction is generic for toric quivers and, in
the case of N = 4 SYM, is known with the name of β-deformation.
In the case of the T 1,1 = Y 1,0 and T 1,1/Z2 = Y
2,0 there are two more marginal deforma-
tions. When only the Pilch-Warner superpotential is turned on, the dual Type IIB supergravity
background is known explicitly. It is a Z2 or Z2 × Z2 orbifold of the N = 1∗ theory, whose
complete dual 10D supergravity background has been constructed in [21], uplifting the results
obtained in 5D gauged supergravity [20]. To be more precise, the whole dual RG flow between
the N = 4 SYM and the N = 1∗ theory is known [20, 22, 24]. Orbifolding this flow one gets
the dual RG flows Y 1,1 → Y 1,0 [18, 19, 24] and Y 2,2 → Y 2,0. On the gauge theory side these
supersymmetric flows are driven by untwisted sector mass terms.
We think it would be very interesting to find the supergravity dual of the β-deformation for
the Y p,q geometries. On the one hand it seems difficult to work in a 5 dimensional supergravity
perspective. In the homogeneous case of the conifold, the authors of [17] have been able to
find the full Kaluza-Klein reduction to 5 dimensions. For general Y p,q this has not been done.
In any case, as the results of [5] suggest, it is unlikely that a consistent truncation like N = 8
gauged supergravity can be used to discuss the marginal β-deformation. So it seems that the
full 10D Type IIB supergravity has to be taken into consideration.
On the other hand, the β-deformation breaks only part of the global symmetry: for every β-
deformed Y p,q, and also for S5 and all the other toric Sasaki–Einstein manifolds, the remaining
isometry of the compact five manifold is U(1)3. So the corresponding metric (which is not
Einstein, due to the presence of fluxes) is expected to be cohomogeneity–two, meaning that it
depends non trivially on two coordinates. This simplification occurs also for the fluxes. Since
supersymmetry is clearly preserved, it is conceivable that the techniques of G–structures could
lead to the determination of the explicit Type IIB supergravity compactification with fluxes.
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A. Generic non diagonalizable superpotentials
It is well known that every complex matrix, even if not diagonalizable, can be put in the
Jordan canonical form (of course, if the original matrix is symmetric and non diagonalizable,
the change of basis is not a rotation). We now show that it is actually possible to put any
Jordan block in a symmetric form with a GL(n,C) change of basis. We explicitly write down
the matrices which change the basis. Given a Jordan block J
J =


0 1 0 . . . 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0
. . .
...
...
...
. . . 1
0 0 . . . 0


(A.1)
and the change of basis matrix T defined by
T =


1 0 . . . 0
0 1 0
...
. . .
...
0 0 1

− i


0 . . . 0 1
0 1 0
... · ...
1 0 0

 , (A.2)
it is straightforward to verify that S = T J T −1 is indeed symmetric (T −1 is related to the
complex conjugate of T as T −1 = T ∗/2). Explicitly the result for what can be called the
“symmetrized” Jordan block S is
2S =


0 1 0 . . . 0
1 0 1 ·
0 1 · 0
· · · 0 1
0 0 0 1 0


+ i


0 . . . 0 1 0
0 1 0 −1
0 · · −1 0
1 0 · ·
0 −1 0 0 0


. (A.3)
We note that in the case of 2 × 2 matrices (A.3) precisely coincides with the non vanishing
part of (4.24).
At this point we can use the following fact from matrix theory: if two symmetric complex
matrices are similar they are also orthogonally similar, i.e. the similarity matrix can be chosen
to lie in SO(n,C). The consequence is that any symmetric complex matrix can be put in a
standard “symmetrized” Jordan block diagonal form, with a rotation. (This discussion also
shows that any complex matrix is similar to a symmetric matrix).
We can thus proceed and discuss the various possibilities that can be obtained if the matrix
M is not diagonalizable. Since M has dimension 4 there can be two blocks 2 × 2, one block
3× 3 or one block 4× 4. (The case of one block 2× 2 has already been analysed).
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Two 2× 2 “symmetrized” Jordan blocks
From formula (A.3) we see that we have to analyse a deformation of the following form:
M = ε


i 1 0 0
1 −i 0 0
0 0 i 1
0 0 1 −i

 (A.4)
Explicitly we are considering a superpotential of the following form:
W =WKW + ε tr (A2B2˙A2B2˙ −A1B2˙A1B2˙) (A.5)
Out of the 6 equations Di,j = 0, the two equations coming from D1,2 and D3,4 are a perfect
square: {
D1,2W = (w1 − iw2)2
D3,4W = (w3 − iw4)2 .
(A.6)
This implies w1 = iw2 and w3 = iw4. With this requirement the other four equations of the
form Di,jW = 0 turn out to vanish trivially. Also the relationsW = 0 and w21+w22+w23+w24 = 0
are clearly satisfied. We conclude that the hypothetical moduli space is, topologically, C2:
w1 = iw2 , w3 = iw4 . (A.7)
A possible vev satisfying D and F-term constraints is as follows:

〈A1〉 = 〈A2〉 = v
〈B1˙〉 =
√
2 v
〈B2˙〉 = 0 .
(A.8)
The low energy theory after this Higgsing as usual has a SU(N) gauge group, three adjoints
and the following superpotential:
WHiggsed = vλKW tr (X[Y,Z]) + 2εv tr
(
X Z2
)
. (A.9)
Where X = A1 − A2, Y = B1˙ +
√
2, Z = B2˙. The term proportional to ε is a marginally
irrelevant deformation of N = 4 theory, which has a 3 dimensional space of vacua. So also in
this case we find the same inconsistency as before, and this deformation is irrelevant as well.
One 3× 3 “symmetrized” Jordan block
Now the matrix can be put in the following form:
M ∝


0 1 + i 0 0
1 + i 0 1− i 0
0 1− i 0 0
0 0 0 0

 , (A.10)
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which corresponds to a superpotential
W =WKW+ε tr (A1B1˙A1B1˙ +A1B1˙A2B1˙ +A1B1˙A1B2˙ −A1B2˙A2B2˙ −A2B1˙A2B2˙ −A2B2˙A2B2˙) .
(A.11)
As before we exibit a couple of equations coming from Di,j = 0:{
(D1,2 + iD2,3)W = (1 + i)(w1 − iw3)2
D2,3W = (1− i)(w22 − iw3(w1 − iw3)) .
(A.12)
The vanishing of the two previous expressions implies w1 = iw3 and w2 = 0. The final result,
adding the requirement w21 + w
2
2 + w
2
3 + w
2
4 = 0, is that all the constraints are satisfied by
w1 = iw3 , w2 = w4 = 0 , (A.13)
leading to a one dimensional MV . A possible vev satisfying D and F-term constraints is
〈A1〉 = 〈B1˙〉 = −〈A2〉 = −〈B2˙〉 = v. Defining X = A1 + A2, Y = B1˙ + B2˙, Z = A2 + B2˙, one
finds a Higgsed superpotential of the following form:
WHiggsed = vλKW tr (X[Z, Y ]) + εv tr
(
X Y 2 + Y X2
)
. (A.14)
The term proportional to ε is again a marginally irrelevant deformation of N = 4 theory, so
there is the same inconsistency.
One 4× 4 “symmetrized” Jordan block
This is the last case.
M ∝


0 1 i 0
1 i 1 −i
i 1 −i 1
0 −i 1 0

 (A.15)
In terms of the bifundamental fields, the deformation is proportional to
W =WKW+ ε tr
(
3A2B1˙A2B1˙ + 2iA1B1˙A2B1˙ − 3A1B1˙A1B1˙ + 2iA2B1˙A2B2˙ + 2A1B1˙A2B2˙+
A2B2˙A2B2˙ + 2A1B2˙A2B1˙ − 2iA1B1˙A1B2˙ + 6iA1B2˙A2B2˙ −A1B2˙A1B2˙
)
.
(A.16)
Performing the derivatives in Di,jW = 0 one finds that two linear combinations of them can
be written as {
(D1,2 + iD1,3)W = −(w2 + iw3)2 + 2w1(w3 + iw2)
(D1,4 +D2,3)W = −(w3 + iw2)2 .
(A.17)
These two equations imply w2 = w3 = 0. It is straightforward to check that all the other
conditions in (4.8) are verified by
w1 = iw4 , w2 = w3 = 0 . (A.18)
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Giving the vevs as 〈A1〉 = 〈B1˙〉 = i〈A2〉 = −i〈B2˙〉 = v, and defining X = A1 − iA2, Y =
B1˙ + iB2˙, Z = A2 +B2˙, one finds the following Higgsed superpotential
WHiggsed = vλKW tr (X[Z, Y ])− 4εv2 tr
(
Y 2
)− 4εv tr (Y X2) . (A.19)
Modulo a marginally irrelevant term, in the IR there is the N = 1∗ theory, which has a 2
dimensional moduli space. Also here there is an inconsistency, since the MV described by
(A.18) is 1 dimensional.
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